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ABSTRACT 

 

Internet of Things (IoT) WSNIDS is a network security 

software that is built for detection of vulnerability exploits 

against attacks. The choice of WSNIDS depends on the IoT 

architecture and application. The administrator is the one 

who will decide which WSNIDS will be the best solution 

for the sensor network. Not one solution is possible that is 

going to work for all, so administrator has to equate the 

abilities that individual WSNIDS provide along with 

economical, information and desires to find one that works 

top for them. The concept in this paper offers a user 

requirement weight-based method to WSNIDS choice for 

IoT. We primary discuss user WSNIDS requirements and 

WSNIDS metrics, after that for each WSNIDS necessity we 

match the metric(s) that are concerned. User are required to 

lists their WSNIDS necessities in a limited collection that 

are significant ranging from least to most. User necessities 

are frequently indicated in a positive form or transformed to 

the optimistic form. The initial requisite (i.e., minimum 

significant) is allocated the lowest weight (e.g., one) while 

the remaining requirements are allocated growing weights 

in proportion to their relative importance. Once the 

necessities are weighted, each WSNIDS metric is allocated 

a weight that is identical to the totality of the weights of the 

necessities it is going to contribute. WSNIDS metrics are 

organized in downward sequence where metric having 

maximum weight is at the topmost position. Suitable 

WSNIDS means may be selected after match is done 

between the metrics weight and WSNIDS features.  

 

Key words: Wireless sensor network, Internet of Things, 

Intrusion detection system, metrics, weight.  

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

Safety problems are not completely practical, organization 

policy choices decide about the user’s necessities. The 

goals, suitable uses, and restrictions on the system are 

dependent on organizational plan concerning safety. It is 

organizational contract that is going to choose what to 

observe, when to be vigilant and whom to aware, or up to 

what mark of risk a potential intrusion presents. Networking 

has given growth to the matter of network security. Wireless 

Sensor Network Intrusion Detection Systems (WSNIDS) 

has developed as a vital security product. A WSNIDS is a 

software application or device that observe network and/or 

system actions for mean events or policy violations and 

produces reports to an organization station.  

 

Since Internet of Things (IoT) is a new technology, it is 

usually implemented by connecting a number of wireless 

sensor networks (WSN) and at the same time it also has 

numerous exposures. Products like Wireless Sensor 

Network Intrusion Detection Systems (WSNIDS) is a 

solution that address many of these. As variety of WSNIDS 

are proposed in the works, it becomes problematic to select 

and implement one of them as it’s a complicated and time-

consuming process. This becomes more problematic if the 

organization does not have a business security program. 

WSNIDS choice should not be made speedily, casually, or 

without having a strong understanding of the technology, 

choices, or the possible influences.  

 

This research paper, offer a user necessity weight-based 

method to WSNIDS selection for IoT. In this method first 

entirely likely user WSNIDS necessities and WSNIDS 

metrics are listed. Then, for individual WSNIDS necessity 

we find the concern metric(s). User lists their necessities in 

a limited collection from least significant to most. 

Requirements are regularly stated in positive form or 

changed to the positive form. Subsequent, the first 

requirement (i.e., least significant) is allotted the lowest 

weight (e.g., one). Further requirements may be allotted 

growing weights in percentage to their relation rank. When 

the requirements are weighted, each WSNIDS metric is 

allocated a weight that is identical to the amount of the 

weights of the requirements it contributes to. WSNIDS 

metrics are organized in downward order where metric with 

the maximum weight is at the topmost position. Suitable 

WSNIDS device or software may be selected after similar 

metrics weight and WSNIDS features. 

 

2. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM AND 

WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK  

 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is the idea of joining any 

device to the Internet along with other connected devices. 

The IoT is a huge system of connected things and persons. 

These connected things and persons gather and share data 
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about the mode they are used and about the around 

environment. That contains a strange number of objects of 

all shapes and sizes ranging from smart microwave ovens 

automatically cooking your food for the exact time, to self-

driving vehicles containing complex sensors to detect 

things in their route, to wearable fitness devices that 

measure the sum of steps taken along with heart rate, using 

this information for suggesting exercise plans [2].  

 

IoT contains WSNs are self-organized and have less 

infrastructure wireless networks used for monitoring the 

situation or devices. WSNs willingly permits their data 

collected over the sensor network to a essential location 

called base station for further processing. Different WSNs 

pass the collected data to a centralized server at the IoT 

cloud.  WSN has an enormous number of restraints from 

which upshots new challenges. The sensor nodes have 

untrustworthy communicating way and dangerous store of 

resources restrictions making it very tough to install secure 

system apparatus [1]. Figure 1 demonstrations the assembly 

of a distinctive IoT WSN. A large number of WSNs 

protocols in the earlier presumed reliable and supportive 

nodes. Although it is assumed but circumstances for a 

number of WSN applications is not the same and a large 

number of attacks are possible.   

 

Intrusion detection is the method of detecting unwelcome 

traffic that can be present on a device and similarly on a 

network. WSNIDS may be either a software system or 

computer hardware that is going to monitor traffic over the 

computer network so as to spot undesirable movement. A 

WSNIDS analyses WSN precise data over the network; 

apart from this it contains system that scan for outside 

intruders that try to attack traffic over network over access 

points (AP). WSNIDS provide a vital part in safeguarding 

since networks progressively care WSN technologies at 

several points of a topology[9]10][11]. A WSNIDS 

execution key is installing sensors everyplace a WAP is 

arranged so that the common of tried attacks can be 

detected. Sensing the position of an intrusion occurrence is 

a serious piece of a WSNIDS where intruder is in near 

closeness to the WAP, and are really positioned in the 

limited areas.  WSNIDS can be central or decentral. In 

central WSNIDS network devices gather and forward 

occurrence information to a central organization console, 

where WSNIDS information is kept and managed for 

noticing interference. At the same time, a dispersed 

WSNIDS regularly accomplish doings which are complete 

by both console and sensors. Decentral is better  

 

 
Figure 1: : A distinctive IoT WSN 

meant for WSN that are lesser in magnitude, and is too 

additional profitable.  Once WSNs are big, a central 

WSNIDS is used for easy organization and processing data 

effectively[4][13].    

 

The composition of WSN which is part of IoT comprise 

consoles, Sensors, servers, logging databases of 

organization, etc. WSN can be executed either central or 

distributed. In central WSN, the information is interrelated 

at a common place in order to take conclusions and 

movements based on provided data. In decentral WSN, 

conclusions are finalized at the sensor node level. The 

software of WSNIDS can help in spotting intrusions in the 

area of a given WSN. They similarly provide capabilities in 

finding sensor node misconfigurations, and deliver material 

to be able to run servers. The WSNIDS might too support 

implementing security policies on the sensor nodes, for 

example giving partial access to WSN interfaces. Numerous 

parts of WSN are associated to each other over a wired 

network. The organization’s typical networks or separate 

organization network can be used for WSN different parts 

communications. An organization network or a normal 

network can be used for monitoring and regulating the 

parting among the wired networks and WSN. 

 

WSNIDS is a novel concept, thus it also has some 

weaknesses related to it. So, carefulness should be 

considered into thought by previously implementing 

WSNIDS to a present sensor network. Since it is a novel 

concept, there might be errors along with loopholes in it.  A 

number of WSNIDS techniques are proposed in the 

literature[12][14][15][16][17][18][19][20][21][22].  

 

WSNIDS concept, which may, deteriorate the safety level 

of the sensor network, or rise its exposures at its weakest 

case. Additional, problem with the WSNIDS is its cost that 

may be also high to pay for, mainly when there are a huge 

series of sensor networks, may be needing extra sensors to 

for managing the complete network treatment. WSNIDS act 

depends on in what way settings are arranged by the 

network manager. If adjusted properly or are pre-configured 

to discovery what precisely should on the sensor network, 

then their role to their best ability. But, at the same time, a 

WSNIDS can be quite unsuccessful[6][7]. 

 

Generation of numerous false negatives or false positives 

would result in additional misunderstanding for the 

administrator. Overall, WSNIDSs are highly susceptible to 

false alarms, hence, regular fine-tuning is mandatory for 

actual detection of intrusion. WSNIDS efficiency rest on on 

administrators who reply subsequently analysing WSN data 

collected by WSNIDS. A WSNIDS may require additional 

components than wired WSNIDS as it desires to tackle both 

the watchful data and the duty to catch the invaders position 

by the WSNIDS. The system of WSN comes with 

susceptibilities what the wired networks repeatedly not 

tackle, for example validating each sensor on the network. 

WSNIDS essential property is to offer the features such as 

Integrity, Authenticity, Privacy, and Availability as far as 

the WSN security is desired. Apart from this, these 

numerous weaknesses with WSNIDS, it can offer a 

countless security system for a WSN with the condition that 

it is used efficiently and configured appropriately[5][8]. 
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3. CHOOSING RIGHT WSNIDS 

 

 
A variety of WSNIDS philosophies are available in the 

literature providing different types of features along with 

capabilities. Verdict process for picking WSNIDS may be 

divided according to the above steps: 

 

In this paper, the main concentration is on step 4 as given in 

the procedure. The conclusion of picking finest WSNIDS 

answer entirely rest on the users. It is commonly known that 

one result is not ever working the whole thing, so the it is 

better to compare abilities of individually WSNIDS 

products and should also be economical.  User necessity 

weight-based method includes the given below phases: 

 

User necessity needed for WSNIDS are gathered by 

questioning following: 

 

After gathering WSNIDS user necessity by requesting the 

questions as above, the next step is requesting the user to 

organize these necessities in a direction according to 

necessities with the purpose of allocating suitable weights 

to the necessities. According to the requirement the user is 

given the full liberty to leave any of the given questions. 

The user is also given the full liberty to add a new question 

to the given ones. As soon as the necessities are static, 

method proposed may be used for picking proper WSNIDS.  

 

4. WSNIDS METRICS 

 

This unit of paper, discuss more information about the 

metrics extremely relevant to WSNIDS. The metrics are 

clustered collectively by classes that are further explained 

by a typical metric, and includes cases of high, average and 

low scores [3]. The paper does not contain instances for 

individually metrics. The proposed methodology used in 

this paper for metrics set will divide IoT WSNIDS into 

Logistical (class 1), Architectural (class 2), and 

Performance (class 3). The figure 2 shows the classification 

and is discussed in detail below. 

 

 
 

 

 
 

4.1 Logistical Metrics (Class 1):  These metrics are used 

to calculate expenditure, maintain, and manage WSNIDS. 

Table 1 shows the metrics possible in this category of 

WSNIDS. Table 1 comprises the common logistical 

metrics. Other one that can be included are: Administration 

level, Document quality, Quality of technical support, 

Available copy evaluation, Product lifetime, etc. 

 

A thorough case that can be discussed for the logistical 

metrics is Distributed Management: 

 Low Score: Running of individual sensor essentially be 

completed at the sensor itself. 

 Average Score: Sensor management can be done 

remotely but at the same time partial or degree of 

organizational control is allowed. 

 High Score: Whole supervision of entire sensors is 

possible from any sensor or at faraway place. Suitable 

encoding and validation system may be used.  

 

Metrics such as Policy maintenance, License management, 

Configuration difficulty, etc. are valid as IDS with low 

scores in these metrics in a distributed environment would 

not be easy to be used with several sensors. Platform 

requirements provide the system resources hint that will be 

used up by the WSNIDS in the resource-critical WSN 

situation. 
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Figure 2: Organisation of WSNIDS metrics 

 

 

An explanatory case of an architectural metric for WSNIDS 

is Policy Management is: 

 Low Score: Very difficult to set safety and invasion 

discovery strategies for a WSNIDS. 

 Average Score: Less difficult to set safety and 

invasion discovery strategies for a WSNIDS. 

 High Score: Very easy to set security and intrusion 

detection policies for a WSNIDS. 

 

 

4.2 Architectural Metrics (Class 2): These metrics are 

frequently used to evaluate the proposed possibility and 

architecture of the IoT WSNIDS and how they fulfil the 

placement architecture. The metrics assess the architectural 

effectiveness of the IDS. Table 2 shows the metrics used in 

this part. Additional metrics that may be involved are: 
Misuse Created, Interoperability, Variance Based, Based 
on Signatures, Independent Learning, Security, Set 
Contents, Procedure Security, and Visibility etc.   
 

Table 1: Selected Logistical Metrics 

 
 

An explanatory architectural metric sample is Adjustable 

Sensitivity for IoT WSNIDS: 

 Low Score: Not any Adjustability 

 Average Score: Adjustability but through fixed 

means 

 High Score: Adjustability is dynamic and Smart 

 

4.3 Performance Metrics (Class 3): These metrics are 

basically involved in measuring the capability of an IoT 

WSNIDS to attain a specific predefined work. This work 

should be in accordance to the performance restrictions. 

The metrics involved in this class are used to evaluate and 

estimate the constraints that influence the performance of 

the WSNIDS. Table 3 represent the metrics defined in this 

 

 

Table 2: Selected Architectural Metrics 

 
Table 3: Selected Performance Metrics 

 
 

class. The table contains only the particular Performance 

metrics. Additional Performance metrics in this class that 

can be added are: Program Communication, Examination of 

Intruder Intent, Clearness of Reports, Usefulness of 

Generated Filters, Data Sharing, Evidence Collection, User 

Warnings, Session Recording and Playback, Threat 

Correlation, Trend Examination, etc.  

 

Observed False Positive Ratio is an explanatory case of 

performance metrics for WSNIDS:  

• Low Score: WSNIDS produce large number of Observed 

false Positive Ratio 

WSN IDS Metrics Set

Performance (Class 3)Logistical (Class 1) Architectural (Class 2)
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• Average Score: WSNIDS produce normal Observed false 

Positive Ratio 

• High Score: WSNIDS produce small or no Observed false 

Positive Ratio 

 

5. MAPPING USER NECESSITY TO METRIC(S) 

 

The metrics connected by each of probable user 

requirement continue in table 4. It shows metrics that are 

contributing to achieve a definite condition. For example, 

performance of WSNIDS is concern with the metrics 

Distributed management, Induced traffic latency, 

Throughput, Depth of system’s detection capability, 

Breadth of system’s detection capability, Reliability of 

attack detection, Possibility of attack, consistency, Induced 

traffic latency etc. presented in the column corresponding 

to requirement number 8. 

 

Table 4:  user necessity and metrics relation 

 

 
 

The work of the table is to assist users in for precise 

selection of WSNIDS. Figure 3, gives symbolizations to 

denote user necessity and WSNIDS metrics association. 

Figure 3 gives user requirement to WSNID metric 

weighting. The notations given below are used for 

representing weighted user necessity and weighted 

WSNIDS metrics association. In figure 3, metric 

configuration difficulty obtains maximum weight, so 

WSNIDS product with minimum effort in configuring 

looks to be the utmost product as per the need of the user 

system. WSN knowledge is altering additional metrics and 

requests may be further provided to tactic. 

 

 

 

 

 

Represent each user requirement and its corresponding 

weight 

 

 

 

 

 

Represent each WSNIDS metrics and total weight 

contributed by user requirement 

 

 

Used to connect user necessity and WSNIDS metrics 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3: User necessity to WSNIDS metric weight 

sample 

Open source system,  9

Size of sensor network, 7
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

A large number of IoT WSNIDS concepts are projected for 

IoT containing wireless sensor networks, but it turns out to 

be difficult for the user to select one of them that fulfil their 

requirements as these ideas vary in structures and 

capabilities. This paper, offer a user necessity weight-based 

approach to be used for picking an IoT WSNIDS concept as 

it can be applied practically so that security to WSN 

attached with IoT can be provided. We define several steps 

required for the choice of WSNIDS and how user 

necessities may be weighted. We, also describe numerous 

metrics that are concern with IoT WSNIDS and how 

mapping of weighted user necessities to these metrics can 

be done. However, we tried our best to find out the user 

necessities and metrics concerned with IoT WSNIDS, but a 

more is to be done. The technique discussed in the paper 

may be applied by assigning fraction and negative weights 

to the user necessities so that additional exact selection of 

IoT WSNIDS can be done. 
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